
 

Activity Instructions  

Activity Name:  Crazy Pizza Day 

Study: The First 6 Weeks 

Objective for Learning:  Obj. 17a 

 
 

 

 

The following supplies are needed for this activity:  
Paper – Cardboard 
Glue 

Crayons/Markers 
Found objects (sticks, acorns, leaves, dried pasta, beans, string, yarn, 
paperclips, glitter, sequins 

Instructions:  

Talk to your child about the story Crazy Pizza Day.  There were several types of interesting 
pizza’s made – robot pizza, octopus pizza, parrot pizza.   
 

Ask your child - What kind of pizza would you like to make and would eat it?  What do you 
think they would like on their pizza?   

1. Help your child gather found objects for their pizza 
2. Provide them with a piece of paper with a circle on it or a circle cut out of carboard 

(use a cereal or cracker box that has recently been emptied). 
3. Assist them setting up their workspace 
4. Give them their glue bottle 
5. Let their imagination run wild. 

   
They can color the pizza first and the add the toppings.  You may say “When we eat pizza it 
comes with tomato sauce and cheese what is the base of your pizza going to be made from?”  
if they pick up a green marker and start coloring follow their lead “oh I see you chose green 
what is that kind of special sauce?”   
 

Your child may say something like - I am going to make squirrel pizza.  I found nuts, leaves, 
seeds, and sticks outside.  I colored my pizza green because it is grass sauce.   
 

The key is there are no wrong answers!   

Follow up by sending your child’s teacher a picture and share their creative thought process 
with him/her.  Read another fun book and talk about the cover of the book, the author, the 
illustrator, and the words we read left to right. 


